TOWARDS  A   DEMOCRATIC  REPUBLIC
Blanc already quoted can be added Tocqueville's frank
declaration that " no democratically organized nation like ours
can be allowed to get into the habit of sacrificing what she
thinks to be her greatness to her rest, great undertakings to
petty affairs, or can be allowed to believe that her place in the
world is unimportant. France must be kept at the head of the
nations as much to stimulate the national energy as to satisfy
a legitimate pride," 1 Thiers pointed out to Nassau Senior in
one of his Conversations'* the " innate French need for excite-
ment, manifesting itself right through French history from
the Italian wars to those of Louis XIV. and Napoleon, content
at times with the expression of conflict in ideas but usually
needing ultimate expression in actual war," adding that such
a time had come as he spoke : the superseding of the parlia-
mentary warfare by the absolutism of the Second Empire made
a fresh war a necessity.
As he spoke in 1853 he was a true prophet. And, in another
conversation with Senior, Guizot not only confirmed Thiers'
diagnosis but declared that " while other nations hated war,
France actually liked it. It is an amusement she is sometimes
forced to refuse to herself, but it is always with regret. She
submits to peace with the reluctance with which you submit
to war. Peaceful policy is called — and in one sense is — anti-
national."
*
The political conflict of Democracy versus Conservatism thus
became a struggle between two conflicting conceptions of
society, between two rival creeds. La Soc'iete laique was not a
society which was religiously " neutral " in the sense of formally
recognizing no established churches ; it was a society based on
convictions no less profound than those of the Church but
ultimately involving the negation of religion as a social force.
A truly harmonious society, says M. Michel in a happy
paraphrase of Quinet, rests on the love of all citizens for each
other independently of their beliefs. Such an outlook cannot
be given in the schools controlled by rival sects ; therefore all
teaching must be laique. This means that it must be permeated
1 Quoted by Marcel, Essai sur Tocqueville, p. 408.	2 ii., p. 379.
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